Abstract-With the explosive growth of semantic data on the Web over the past years, many large-scale RDF knowledge bases with billions of facts are generating. This poses significant challenges for the storage and query of big RDF graphs. Current systems still have many limitations in processing big RDF graphs including scalability and real-time. In this paper, we introduce the SparkRDF, an elastic discreted RDF graph processing engine with distributed memory. To reduce the high I/O and communication cost in distributed processing platforms, SparkRDF implements SPARQL query based on Spark, a novel in-memory distributed computing framework for big data processing. All the intermediate results are modeled as Resilient Discreted SubGraph, which are cached in the distributed memory to support fast iterative join operations. To cut down the search space and avoid the overhead of memory, we split the RDF graph into the small Multi-layer Elastic SubGraph based on the relations and classes. For SPARQL query optimization, SparkRDF deploys a serials of optimization strategies, leading to effective reduction on the size of intermediate results, the number of joins and the cost of communication. Our extensive evaluation demonstrates that SparkRDF can efficiently implement non-selective joins faster than both current state-of-the-art distributed and centralized stores, while being able to process other queries in real time, scaling linearly to the amount of data.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of Semantic technologies and Web 3.0, the amount of Semantic Web data represented by the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [1] is increasing rapidly. Commercial search engines including Google and Bing add the semantics of their web contents by RDFa to improve the query accuracy. At the same time, a growing number of organizations and community driven projects are constructing large knowledge bases with billions of facts in many domains to implement more useful applications including bioinformatics, life sciences, social networks and so on. For example, The UniProt Knowledge base contains more than 2.9 billion triples [2] . The DBpedia and Probase also have billions of facts in RDF format [3] [4] .
Challenges Faced with such large RDF data, traditional RDF data management systems are facing two challenges:i)scalability: the ability to process the big RDF graph data. Existing most RDF systems are based on single node [5] [6] . Thus, they are easily vulnerable to the growth of the data size because they usually need to load large indexes into the limited memory. ii) real-time: the capacity to implement SPARQL [7] query over big RDF graph in near real time. For highly iterative SPARQL joins, existing MapReducebased [8] RDF systems suffer from high I/O cost because of iteratively reading and writing large intermediate results in disk [9] .
In fact, a RDF graph can be considered as representing a directed graph, with entities (i.e. subjects and objects) as nodes, and relationships (i.e. predicates) as directed edges. SPARQL, which acts as the standard query language for RDF graph, consists of a conjunctive set of triple patterns (TP). A TP is similar to a RDF triple except that any position in the TP can be a variable. The goal of SPARQL query is to compute the bindings for all variables. As Every TP can be regarded as a subgraph of the big RDF graph, the problem of SPARQL query processing can be transformed to the problem of iterative matching and joining of subgraphs. We can summarize the following stages for querying a big RDF graph: store the RDF data and create indexes, read necessary data inside memory, compute binding values for every TP, implement joins over intermediate results (IR) , and build the final results of the query. Hence, a desired query processing system should meet the following requirements as much as possible: (i) reduce the data needed to be loaded in memory (ii)reduce the number of IR (iii)reduce the number of join (iv)reduce the i/o and communication cost of iterative join.
In this paper, we introduce SparkRDF, an elastic discreted RDF graph processing system with distributed memory. It is based on Spark framework, a fast in-memory cluster computing system which is quite suitable for large-scale realtime iterative computing tasks [10] . Unlike existing most systems that use a set of permutations of (S,P,O) indexes to manage RDF, SparkRDF splits the big RDF graph into MESGs(Multi-layer Elastic SubGraph) based on relations and classes by creating 5 kinds of indexes(C,R,CR,RC,CRC) with different grains to cater for diverse TPs. These index files on demand are modeled as RDSG (Resilient Discreted SubGraph), a collection of in-memory semantic subgraph objects partitioned across machines, which can implement SPARQL query by a series of basic operators. All IRs, which are also regarded as the RDSG, remain in the distributed memory to support further fast joins. Based on the data model and query model, we introduce a new cost model and several corresponding optimization tactics to improve the efficiency of SparkRDF including TR-SPARQL(TypeRestrictive), optimal query plan and on-demand dynamic prepartitioning techniques.
We summarize the main contributions of this work as follows:
(i) We introduce a novel MESG-based storage scheme for managing big RDF graph by constructing relation subgraphs, class subgraphs and their combinations. The method improves the query efficiency by reducing search space and the number of tasks. (ii) We design a RDSG-based iterative model to process the SPARQL query by implementing iterative join operations with distributed memory, which avoids lots of I/O cost for IRs. (iii) We devise a cost model and several optimization strategies, including TP-SPARQL, optimal query plan and on demand dynamic prepartitioning techniques. These approaches ensure high performance for SparkRDF. (iv) We perform an experimental evaluation by comparing SparkRDF and current state-of-the-art distributed and centralized stores. The results prove the effectiveness of SparkRDF.
II. RELATED WORK
There are many researches focusing on the RDF data management. We can summarize these work as the following three categories:
Single-machine Systems: RDF-3X [5] is considered the fastest existing RDF management system today. It builds clustered B+-trees on all six (S,P,O) permutations, thus each RDF graph is stored in six duplicates. Besides, it also employs additional indexes to collect statistical information for pairs and stand-alone entities to eliminate the problem of expensive self-joins and provides great performance improvement. However, storing all the indexes is expensive and query efficiency highly depends on the amount of main memory. The performance penalty can be high as the volume of dataset increases due to the expensive cost of storing, loading, accessing and joining the big indexes at the query evaluation, especially for some unselective queries with large results. BitMat [6] represents an alternative design of the property table approach, in which RDF data is represented as a 3D bit-cube matrix. Each matrix element is a bit denoting the presence or absence of the corresponding triple. TripleBit [11] introduces a bit matrix storage structure and the encoding-based compression method for storing huge RDF graphs more efficiently. It also uses two auxiliary indexing structures to reduce the number and size of indexes to the minimal. As above systems aim at processing RDF data in single machine, they all suffer from the problem of scalability.
Distributed RDF Systems: Currently, most distributed RDF systems are based on popular distributed processing framework Hadoop and MapReduce. HadoopRDF [9] uses HDFS [12] files named after predicate values to partition the input RDF graph to create a pos or pso index. Then the predicate files are splitted into smaller files according to the type of objects. It performs the SPARQL query by a serious of iterative MapReduce jobs, each of which implements a join between two TPs on a variable. Besides, it employs a greedy algorithm to reduce the number of required MapReduce joins at each step. Obviously, the greedy planner ignores the information about join selectivity, inducing a lot of unnecessary intermediate results. Huang et al. [13] deploy single-node RDF-3X systems on multiple machines, and use the MapReduce framework to synchronize query execution. H2RDF+ [14] stores and indexes RDF data in HBase [15] . Then it implements MapReduce-based multi-way Merge and Sort-Merge join algorithms to process SPARQL query. For above systems, it will spend lots of time to iteratively reading and writing IRs in HDFS or HBase as every MapReduce job needs a given input and output.
Distributed in-memory RDF Systems: Trinity.RDF [16] is a distributed memory-based graph engine for big RDF graph. It builds on top of a memory cloud and models the RDF data in its native graph form. Instead of processing SPARQL by expensive join operations, it leverages graph exploration to generate bindings for each of the TP, which greatly reduces the amount of intermediate results and boosts the query performance. But The whole RDF graph must be loaded in main memory for the Trinity.RDF, which is unrealistic in most situations. So this is not a scalable approach, as it needs very strict cluster and memory limitations.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE Figure 1 shows the architecture of SparkRDF. In general, SparkRDF consists of five modules: data preprocessing module, graph splitting module, distributed storage module, query parser module and distributed join module.
The data preprocessing module is responsible for unifying the format of input data by converting XML-like RDF data to N-Triples. Then the big RDF graph is splitted into several elastic discreted subgraphs by graph splitter. The distributed storage module subsequently persists the indexes into HDFS. Query parser module takes the SPARQL query from the user, and dynamically generates the query plan including required index information for the query. Based on the index information, corresponding indexes are dynamically loaded into the distributed memory and modeled as RDSG for further implementing iterative joins in memory as the query plan requested. At last, the final join results are returned to the user. To support SPARQL queries on big RDF graph more effectively, we store the RDF graph in the MESG form and model the index subgraphs as RDSG once they are selected as the query index for the TPs. In this section, we describe the two data models: MESG and RDSG.
A. Index Data Model: Multi-layer Elastic SubGraph
Usually, the size of memory even on large clusters is far from the amount of massive RDF graph data. Conventional index scheme, which uses a set of permutations of (S,P,O) indexes, is not applicable since the size of its index files is still very big which will easily lead to the overhead of memory. The RDF graph should be elaborately splitted into smaller subgraphs to reduce the search space and avoid the overhead of memory.
In this section, we describe the process of splitting the big RDF graph into MESG. It extends traditional vertical partitioning solution by connecting class indexes with relation indexes, whose goal is to construct a smaller index file for every TP in the SPARQL query. At the same time, as it is uncertain that the class information about the entities can are given in the SPARQL query, the SparkRDF needs a multi-layer elastic index scheme to meet the query need for different kinds of TP.
1) Class indexes and Relation indexes:
As is shown in the Graph Splitter of Figure 1 , in the first step, we construct the class indexes(C) and relation indexes(R) by Predicate Splitter (PS). Specifically, we split the RDF graph by two ways. For the triples, whose predicate is not rdf:type, we extract the triples's subject and object into corresponding relation index files(predicate being as the file name). Thus the triples sharing the same predicate are grouped together to accelerate the SPARQL queries that have a binding predicate. For other triples(predicate is rdf:type), we divide them into small class files based on the triple's object representing a specific class. The instances belonging to the same class are stored in corresponding class index files(object being as the file name). This further reduces the amount of storage space because the type index files only contain these triples' subject.
2) Class&Relation index: The class indexes and relation indexes enable us to select precise index files based on TP's predicate. But we actually only use the predicate information of a TP, while other information such as its subject and object is missed directly. This will generate some very large relation indexes for those common predicates such as emailAddress, name and so on. A finer-grained partitioning scheme should be designed to further cut down the search space.
In fact, a predicate represents the binary relationship between subject and object, whose type information is often given in a SPARQL query. Thus we can divide the predicate files further according to the type of the subjects and objects. The type information of the subject and object in a triple is available in type indexes. So a set of finer-grained index files(CR,RC,CRC) can be created by joining the two kinds of index files(we cache the type information in the first step to support subsequent fast indexing). Take the triple (Student0, advisor, Professor0) for example, as its subject and object belong to class Student and Professor respectively, tuple (Student0, Professor0) will be moved into three different kinds of index files named as Student advisor(CR), advisor Professor(RC), Student advisor Professor(CRC index). The flexible index method makes SparkRDF capable of creating a appropriate subgraph for every TP in the SPARQL by selecting the minimum input indexes, which greatly reduces the cost of reading indexes and executing joins. What's more, it can also cut down the number of joins by eliminating unnecessary class TPs(see section V).
3) Example Data: Table I shows some sample data for the query goal: look for the graduate students whose advisor is a full professor. The first layer index constructs two class indexes and one relation index. It is obvious that there exist many undesirable results in the hasAdvisor index including undergraduate students, research assistants and associate professors due to the lack of the limitation for the class of subject and object. The second layer index alleviates the problem by specifying the required class for subject or object. At last, the CRC index provides the best input option.
Another advantage of the data model lies in the data compression because we do not need to store data in triple form. For the class and relation index, we save the 2/3 and 1/3 storage cost respectively. So although we store all the three layer indexes, SparkRDF achieves more than 60% storage reduction based on the statistics for LUBM-10000 data(The raw size is 224G, while our index is only 84G).
B. Memory Data Model: RDSG
As previously noted, the problem of SPARQL query processing can be transformed to the problem of iterative subgraph matching and joining. We need to compute the matchings for every TP in the SPARQL query by selecting the suitable index subgraphs and implement iterative subgraph join operation on the matchings to get the final result subgraph. To improve the query efficiency, SparkRDF models all the subgraph data using an unified concept called RDSG(Resilient Discreted Semantic subGraph), which is a distributed memory abstraction that lets us perform inmemory query computations on large clusters. Based on the API of Spark, we provide the following basic operators to implement query processing:
(i) RDSG Gen: The operator creates a RDSG given the name of MESG. i.e., RDSG Gen(GraduateStudent hasAdvisor) generates the RDSG 1 . (ii) RDSG Filter: The operator filters RDSG based on the subject or object constrains given in a TP i.e., RDS-G Filter(RDSG 1 ,"Professor1", flag) filters the graduate students whose advisor is not "Professor1". Flag is a parameter that specifies whether the constrain is subject or object. (iii) RDSG Prepartition: The operator controls the partitioning of the RDSG. Every RDSG is composed of a list of partition objects, which are distributed in the multiple machines. (iv) RDSG Join:The operator implements join operation on a set of RDSG and takes in as parameters, the labels of the two types of RDSG to be joined and a join condition e. In this section, we first propose our RDSG-based iterative query model. Then we introduce the cost estimation based on the query model. At last, multiple query optimization strategies are presented according to our cost model to improve the query efficiency of the SparkRDF.
A. RDSG-based Iterative Query Model

1) Overview:
We represent a SPARQL query by a query graph Q, which contains multiple query variables. Each query variable exists in two or more TPs. Figure 2 shows the query graph of our SPARQL query example.
With Q defined, the problem of SPARQL query processing can be conducted as follows: Firstly decompose Q into an ordered sequence of variables: X, Y, Z. Every query variable is made up of several ordered TPs. TP X 1 refers to the first TP of variable X. To every TP with variable X, we iteratively compute the matches for each TP X i , and the matched IRs are used to find the matches for TP X i+1 by implementing joins on the shared variable X. After computing the bindings of a variable, we continue computing the bindings of another variable based on the IRs of X in the same way. At last, the remaining results are the final answer of the query graph.
The query process can be explained by a query plan, which specifies the execution flow of TPs by a serious of jobs. Figure 3 
2) Single TP Matching:
As is shown in Figure 3 , for single TP matching, we use the RDSG-based operators to get the bindings of variables in the TP. Firstly, RDSG Gen is used to choose appropriate MESG(index files) to create a RDSG. Then the Prepartition operator repartitions the data based on the hash value of the join variable.Then RDSG Filter further filters lots of unrelated bindings of a variable according to the given subject or object of the TP. We use the Parse(TP) to represent the three phases.
3) Multiple TPs Join:
For multiple TPs matching in a job(take Plan 1 .job 1 for example), the results of parsing the first TP will act as the IR on the common variable X. Similarly, we get the final results of job 1 : IR X 4 . As job 1 also contains other variables, the format of IR is (B(X),(B(Y),B(Z),B(W))). The former denotes the bindings of X, and the latter gets the bindings of other variables.After a job is finished, we need to change the format of the IR to support further join. For Plan 1 , the IR of the job 1 will become (B(Y),(B(Z),B(W),B(X))). Subsequently, we complete job 2 and job 3 in the similar way. At last, the results of job 3 will return the final answer to user.
B. Cost Estimation
According to the query plan, we run TP-based Spark tasks to answer a SPARQL query. Every task mainly contains two subtasks: parse single TP and join IRs. The cost of parsing single TP i is composed of the cost of loading, prepartitioning and matching TP i , which are denoted as |Read(TP i )|, |Shuffle(TP i )| and |Match(TP i )|, respectively. All the three kinds of cost is in positive correlation with the size of MESG. The cost of joining two RDSG is composed of shuffle communication cost in distributed environment and join computation cost in single node: |Shuffle(RDSG 1 ,RDSG 2 )| and |Compute(RDSG 1 ,RDSG 2 )|, both of which are roughly proportional to the size of RDSG. All cost parameters are assigned a different weight based on the bandwidth of disk, network and memory. Compute(RDSG 1 ,RDSG 2 )=the size of the data needed to be implemented join operation in single node.
Equation (1) estimates the total cost of processing a query. It includes the two cost of parsing TPs and joining IRs. It can also be seen as the summation of the cost of (N-1) tasks and parsing the first TP. Equation (2) further computes the cost of every task. Equation 3 gives the cost of parsing a TP. Equation (4) shows the cost of implementing join operation in the SparkRDF. Equation (5) Moreover, the number of TPs(N') is also not more than N. At last, we prove the property.
To elaborate the use of the property, consider the query example( Figure 4) . As the type of X is given, we can sent the information to other TPs that contain X(TP 4 , TP 6 , TP 7 ). We apply the same way for Y and Z. Thus, the TPs whose predicate is "rdf:type" will be removed including TP 1 , TP 2 , TP 3 . At the same time, it will help us to form more restrictive MESGs. For example, to TP 3 , index file Student emailAddress is chosen based on its predicate. This will avoid reading many unnecessary data compared to previous index because the predicate(emailAddress) is shared by many other classes such as Professor.
2) On-demand Dynamic Prepartitioning: As previously discussed, the iterative join process in distributed environment needs two steps: first move the records with the same join key into a node, then implement the join operation within the node. When the size of RDSG is large, the cost of shuffling data will be quite high. Here a on-demand dynamic prepartitioning strategy is deployed to reduce the shuffling cost in the distributed join process. It prepartitions the MESG only when they are on-demand loaded into the distributed memory, while ignoring the partitioning for other MESGs which are persisted in the HDFS. The prepartitioning scheme guarantees that the records sharing the same variable value will be read into the same partition, thus all the join operation can be finished in local node's memoryand no shuffle cost needs to be paid.
3) Optimal Query Plan: SPARQL usually require multiple joins on different variables. The query order has a significant impact on the performance. A optimal query plan should design a good execution order of jobs and TPs in a job so as to minimize the size of IR. We use a selectivitybased algorithm to create the plan. Specifically speaking, we should first determine the joining order of variables. Then we make the order of TPs in a job. Before describing our query optimization processing, we would like to give some definitions about the join process.
Definition 2: Selectivity Score (SS). A parameter that is used to evaluate the selectivity of a TP or variable. Initially, Table II shows the SS for different formats of TP where symbol denotes a binding and symbol ? represents a variable. The more selective TP will have a higher SS. The SS of a variable is the product of its most selective TP's SS and the number of the kind of TPs. For example, SS(Y)= SS(TP 5 )*1=5.
Definition 3: Candidate Joining Variable (CV). A variable that exists in two or more TPs.
Definition 4: Joining Variable (JV). The CJV that has the highest Selectivity Score. Every JV corresponds to a job of the query plan. We compute the order of variables(jobs) in terms of two factors: (i) the number of IR, (ii) the format of IR. Both factors aim at reducing the size of IR. To the first factor, our priority is the variable having the highest SS since the cost of joining is roughly proportional to the size of their matching results. So choose a more restrictive CV as JV is quite essential. For example, if we first choose Z as JV, many unnecessary results are generated, which greatly adds the burden of further joins. As it is very common multiple variables have the same SS(X=Y), we break the ties by the second factor. The choice of JV directly affects the format of IR. For our example, if the JV is X, the IR of the first job will be (B(X),B(Y),B(W),B(Z)). Instead, the IR will be (B(Y),B(X)) if Y acts as JV. It is obvious that the latter is more inclined to generate the smaller results. So we should choose the variable with less TPs in the situation.
After the order of job is determined, all we need to concern is to decide the executing order of TPs in a job. As the final results of a job are the same no matter how TPs are ordered, we only need to consider how to reduce the number of IR. Similarly, we get the execution order of TP based on their SS in the job. According to the ordered list, we implement the join between the current TP owning highest SS with existing IRs iteratively until the job is finished.
VI. EVALUATION
In the section, we give the performance evaluation of SparkRDF.
Configuration: The experiment is implemented on a cluster with three machines. Each node has 16 GB DDR3 RAM, 8 Compared Systems: We compare SparkRDF with the centralized RDF-3X and distributed HadoopRDF. We run the RDF-3X(v3.0.7) on one of the nodes. HadoopRDF and SparkRDF were executed in the cluster.
Datasets and Queries: In our experiment, we use the widely-used LUBM [17] dataset with the scale of 10000, 20000 and 30000 universities, consisting of 1.3, 2.7 and 4.1 billion triples. To achieve a better performance, we replace all literals in RDF triples by a long id value(64-bit). For the LUBM queries, we chose 7 representative queries that provide a good mixture of both simple and complex structures. The selected set covers all variations of the LUBM test queries. At the same time, they are able to highlight the different decisions and characteristics of SparkRDF and the compared systems. They are roughly classified into 2 categories: selective(Q4,Q5,Q6) and unselective queries(Q1,Q2,Q3,Q7). For the former, there is usually bound subject or object in their TPs to get some specific information about a given subject or object. The latter contains some unselective TPs, aiming at querying the RDF graph by nonrestrictive input conditions. A short description on the chosen queries is provided in the Appendix.
Query Performance: Table III summarizes our comparison with HadoopRDF and RDF-3X(best times are boldfaced). The first observation is that SparkRDF performs much better than HadoopRDF for all queries. This can be attributed to the following three reasons: i)finer granularity of index scheme. The MESG guarantees that SparkRDF can process a TP by inputting a smaller index file than HadoopRDF; ii) efficient query model. SparkRDF uses memory-based RDSG model to process iterative join operations, which makes it capable of avoiding many expensive disk-based operations compared to HadoopRDF; iii) optimal query plan. HadoopRDF executes the query plan that greedily reduces the total number of remaining MapReduce Another observation is that HadoopRDF outperformed RDF-3X in Q1,Q2,Q3,Q7, while RDF-3X did better in Q4,Q5,Q6. This result conforms to our initial conjecture: RDF-3X can achieve high performance for queries with high selectivity and bound objects or subjects, while SparkRDF did well for queries with unbound objects or subjects, low selectivity or large intermediate results joins.
Queries of the first class are -Q1,Q2,Q3 and Q7. In particular, Q1 is a complex query having many unselective TPs and needs multiple join operations. SparkRDF achieves almost 5× performance gain compared to RDF-3X, which is mainly thanks to the TR-SPARQL optimization strategy that reduces the number of join and the search space for TPs greatly. At the same time, SparkRDF implements all the join operations based on RDSG which caches large IRs in the distributed memory. It helps SparkRDF work well in processing the query with multiple join operations and large IRs. Meanwhile, it is worth noting that RDF-3X needs quite a lot of time (2131 and 4380 seconds for LUBM-10000, LUBM-20000) or even failed (for LUBM-30000) to implement the query for the three datasets. So RDF-3X might be not applicable in some real-time applications. Q3 is similar to Q1 except that one TP of Q3 does not have corresponding index file(Undergraduate undergraduateDegreeFrom University), which means a empty result should return. So SparkRDF finished the query plan without even launching a query job. That is the reason SparkRDF gains has a much performance advantage by factor of more than 20×. Q2 and Q7 represent another kind of typical unselective query containing few simple TPs. The number of TP in Q2 and Q7 are only 2 and 1, respectively. The number of join operations are 1 and 0 for RDF-3X. For the SparkRDF, it does not require any join operations because we can get the final results directly from its MESG index files. Thus all we need to do is just loading the index files and outputting corresponding results. So the efficient index scheme helps SparkRDF outperform the RDF-3X for the simple unselective queries.
In the case of the second kind of queries -Q4, Q5 and Q6, they all contain the TPs with bound objects which make them highly selective. So the size of intermediate and final results is also very small(their final results are 10, 10, 125 on all datasets). Benefiting from the set of permutations of (S,P,O) indexes, RDF-3X can process the queries efficiently by searching a small portion of index data. The index strategy provides RDF-3X a very fast way to look up TPs, similar to a hash table. Hence, RDF-3X completed the queries in less than 1 second. In comparison, SparkRDF needs to read the corresponding relatively large MESG index file and filter unrelated records by bound objects. But for all this, SparkRDF still answers all the queries within 15 seconds(14.4, 6.8, 10,3), which is an entirely acceptable response time. The results show although the performance of SparkRDF for queries with highly selective TPs is lower than RDF-3X, it is still adequate to satisfy the requirement of real-time.
Another important factor for evaluating RDF systems is how the performance scales with the size of data. RDF-3X fails to answer Q1 and Q3 when the data set size is 4.1 billion triples. It returns memory segmentation fault error messages. On the contrary, SparkRDF scales linearly and smoothly (no large variation is observed) when the scale of the datasets increases from 1.3 to 4.1 billion triples. It proves the good scalability of SparkRDF.
To summarize the results, it was evident that: i) for all the queries, SparkRDF outperformed HadoopRDF by a significant margin. ii) for both simple and complex join queries with low-selectivity, SparkRDF prevailed over RDF-3X; iii) Although for queries with highly selectivity , RDF-3X performed better. But SparkRDF still could process the queries within a short time. This confirms with our initial goal of real-time ; iv) for varying size of data, SparkRDF showed good scalability, while RDF-3X is not able to process some queries when the data increases due to the limitation of single machine. This also accords with our initial goal of scalability.
VII. CONCLUSION
In the paper, we introduce the SparkRDF, an elastic discreted RDF graph processing engine based on Spark. We present a MESG-based graph splitting scheme to cut down the search space and avoid the overhead of memory. Then a RDSG-based iterative query model is used to implement the query process in distributed memory. Based on the data model and query model, we also introduce a cost estimation method and multiple optimization strategies. The experimental results prove that SparkRDF is a scalable and real-time RDF processing system.
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